SPORTS COMMENT

A Johnson won the broad jump competition at the Intercollegiates in New York Saturday, but it wasn't Technologist's Stan Johnson. The winner was from Columbia, while Stan had to content with third place. It was expected that Stan would place second to Little, the man who nosed him out last year, but a dark horse in the person of Ben Johnson capped first honors ahead of Little. Jim Thomson, Tech's other point-scorer at the big meet, was only two inches under the winner of the high jump event, which isn't a bad performance at all.

It was a case of strength in numbers at the gym meet with Army in the Walker Gym Saturday, with the cadets winning because they had enough men to take all of the second places. Tech turned up with winners and third-places in exactly half of the events. Ernie Van Ham, in particular, gave a fine exhibition to the big crowd on hand.

It was the largest crowd we have ever seen in the gym, but you know "there's something about a soldier".

Hal Miller stirred up controversies in both his accents in the rope climb. The first time there was some question whether he jumped the starting gun in making his event-winning time of five seconds, but Army conceded the point. On his next climb, he turned in the same time, but after a short conference among the judges it was decided that he had not touched the mark at the top of the rope, with the result that this trial was declared void.
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